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I• INTRODUCTION

From the recent information [21] of the decays of the

Bottom mesons, ;t can be seen that the number of the observed

exclusive channels up to now is very large. Really, for the B

there are 87 channels and for the B°there are 82 ones. This

picture could be seen, as is discussed in section II, in com-

paring of the magnitudes of the decay probabilities of inclu-

sive channels and the ones of corresponding detailed channels,

contained in these.

The predictions and the evaluations of the exclusive decay

channels of the B-mesons Here made in the works [1] - [8], ...

Generally, they are performed in framework of the Quark-Model.

noBc/n, even wiLh aome uoaificdLions, actually tne numbers of

the theoretical channels really are small, in comparison with

the above mentioned observed ones.



This word is a continue of some our previous papers and on the

same principles as were used and will be presented briefly

below. Here we vould like to notice hat the such principles

seem to be effective for consideration of the problems of

the decays of particles. This paper was performed with compari-

son with the da>.a in [13], in which the number of observed exc-

lusive channels is 79. In [21] the such number becomes 189 and

all neu channels are present in the theoretical predicted

ones. More detailed consideration will be made in a note in

the section V.

It is a necessarity to try to suggest that., because of

the general sucesses of the Quark-Model for the problems of

the Particle Physics, the following consideration could be

hold as a some effective approximation of the last Model. If

it is so and if the Quarks really exist inside of the Hadrons,

then the corrections could be made in changing of the Hadrons

by the corresponding quark composites. And then in the Feyn-

man's diagrams a line of a meson should be changed by two cor-

responding quark- and antiquark-1ines and a line of a baryon

should be changed hy three corresponding quark lines, etc...

We shall consider the problem of the decays of the Bottom

mesons in using a selection rule and the Lagrangians formed on

the principles of minimal structure. These principles were

used in our previous papers [9], [10], [11]. (See III.1.1).

The selection rule is presented in the form

: 41 « AB AL = AS O (1.1)

when? Q, I , B, S are the electric charge, the third compo-

nent of the isospin, the baryonie number, the leptonic number

of the lepton i (1 « e, M» "*"3 and the total strangeness, res-

pectively .

The rule express '"he conservation laws of the characteris-

tic numbers when we take into account all particles participa-

ting in the decay processes: the hadrons as well as the leptons

the photons and the spurions. The leptons, in our classifica-

tion [12] have the following characteristic numbers: spin j, and

isospin =-. The e , have 1̂ = - =- and the leptonic numbers

the v , v , •• '• T -L = 1 ti » e, p, TO, the ^ , v , v^ have Ia" ^ and L^« 1. The

spurions in the free states are the unobservable particles.

They were supposed in the Unified Field Theory of V. Heisen-

berg [14] and are the ones of the specific field operator de-

duced on f-e summetry of the Unifield Space [15] They have the

spin 0 and the isospin -^. The spurion S has I » g and S » -1,

the spurion S? has
 I

3*~ 2 and S| « 1 . They are the neutral me-

sons and together with the other particles satisfythe genera-

lized Gell-Mann-Nishijima Ralation:

B - L + S
Q = Is+ -£ " C1.2J

From the rule (1.1) in the most cases when we take :nto account

only the hadrons , we shall obtain the "hadronie' selection

rules ^H- g , AC*H
= A S

K
 e l c- •-• where the H is for a disigna-

tion of the hadrons. The AS * 0 could be explained as a result

of the existence of the spurions but they are unobservable.

The field operators which will be introduced into the Lag-

rangians are written in the Spectral Expansion form. They

are the superpositions of the products of the usual and inter-

nal field operators (see tITI.l)) The such operators are de-

duced from the Spectral Expansions of the field operators in a

8-dlmensj ional Unified Space [18] and each term of these is of

the L®0(4) invarianee. The Spectral Expansion field operators

lead to the particle group properties of the decay processes.

It could be summarised as follows, each particle froupe having

the indentical spin and isospin should be of the corresponding

fielo operators presented in the Spectral Expansion form. And

a consequense of these field operators is that, in the decay

channels if a particle of a given particle groupe is present,

the other particles of this particle groupe should be presented

also. The such property could be seen in the decays of the

heavy particles ( they have the capacity for the decays into

the different particl^^ in ^ particle #rni)p ) p?rt.7cilery r?e

can see this property in the decay of J/* ( The decays with

participation of the r have the similar ones, in which instead

or j' will be di, 4>,... The r, ", 4> are the particles of the par-

ticle group ICJ) • OCli ( H I , 1131).



The L«0(4) invariance form of the decay Lagrangians let

us confirm the particles and the antiparticles in the decay

channels. In the next consideration, in the section III, we

shall show that the D* and D° are not the particles but they

are the antiparticles ( the D" and D are the particles). And

from this as a consequence we shall have a result that the

decays uith creation of the D-mesons could occur only in the

second and higher approximations. Wile, although the K-mesons

and D-mesons are included in a particle group ICJ> • g<0> the

decays with creation of the K-mesons could occur in the first

approximation.

In the section III we shall consider the problem of establish-

ment of the decay Lagrangians and deduction of the detailed

decay channels of the B-mesons.

In the section IV we shall discuss the magnitudes of the

decay probabilities of above mentioned channels. Some supposi-

tions of the coupling constants should be made in the end of

the paper.

II. SOME FEATURES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The B-mesons have the spin 0 and the isospin -g. ICJ ~>

The mass of the charged B" is 5277.6±1.4 Mev and of the neutral

B i- 5279.4+15 Mev. The mean lifes of S

and of B°ts r « TCO. 44-3, O5>.

is C11.8±l.l)xlO

The B are the heavy mesons and so they can be disinteg-

rated into many decay types and with many decay channels. Real-

ly, we can see in the data that, the charged B are disintegra-

ted into \v hadron; with the probability C23.J+1.13X, into

D~anything with the probability C17±65X , into D°^D°anything

with the probability C3 ± 61*, into D*CaOlCO"anything with the
+ 8 ±

probability C22 K5* , into D anything with the probability
C12.5 ± 3.5)X, int= K~ar,ythir.e,' with Lf^ ± ii>v.,

..'ito Ic'V^anythina with the probability <.&ii ± &>*, (the signs

of the electric charges are not definited yet). While each de-

tailed channel takes a very small value of probability. For

example, the decays B —f K p , B -

the probabilit ies <7xlCf5, <9xlO"5,

numbers of the detailed channels

are around 10 - 10 .

•+ K°n\ B*—* 5°n*, . . . take

C2.9±1.4>xlO~3, . . . So the

should be very large. They

In actual data we for each decay type have only some de-

tailed decay channels . For example included in the decay type
+

B—»K anything there are only 3 channels <as we shall prove,

there are more than 100 channels).

Thus, as was presented , the most important parts of the

detailed decays are not observed yet, and so, the deduction of

the suoh detailed decay channels and the estimation of the

corresponding decay probabilities are really necessary [13],

III. CHANNELS OF THE DECAYS OF B-MESQNS

III-l DECAYS INTO MESONS

Let us consider the decay of B-mesons into mesons

B-mesons belong to the particle group I(J) = ̂ (0

The

So their

field operators in the Spectral Expansion, whichwa ; mentioned

above, should have the form

r
Jo

dm <J,J

where ,K) and x Cm,X3 are the external
2

pseudo scalar field operator and

operators, respectively [16].

the

(usual) complex

internal spinor field

This and the other field operators of the other particle

groupes in Spectral Expansion form will be introduced into the

Lagrangians. Then , using the S-matrix formalism in Unified

Space [17] we shall have the matrix elements in which the suoh

field operators in momentum representation will ue presented.

And for the initial rrr̂  fiir.l states, in correspond!.'.^ Ic l\,^

postulate of the free particles (the 8-dimensonal Space is di-

vided into two invariant subspaces, Hinkowskian and Internal)

[17] we shall select the states with the given masses and of

the observed particles, For this we can use the mass orthogana-



<mVmz > - <5<m2- mzl i t y <mVmz > - <5<m2- mz J and with t h i s «e can e x t r a c t
the s t a t e s cor responding to the exper imenta l f a c t s [9] - [ 1 1 ] .

III.1.1 THE DECAY LAGRANGIAN

As for the decays of other particles [91- [10]. a n d C11] w e

shall establish the Lagrangians f. r the decay of B-mesons on

the following principles:

1. Invarianee on the L«OC4) group.

2. Minimal structure - The number of the field operators in-

troduced into trie Lagrangians should be minimal, enough

for the establishment of the invariance.

3. The field operators are of the form of Spectral Expansion

- The such operator should be for all particles of the

corresponding particle group, determined by a given ICJ).

For the case of decay into mesons we shall use the fol-

lowing denotation :

The field optrator Ein)Cx3Ilc(>CX1 is the total field

operator in Spectral Expantion in which E (x) is ar, external

rs-rank tensor field operator and I<a'(X) is an internal a-rank

tensor field operator. Corresponding to these we shall denote

*ini. the n-order derivation on the usual variables and *iai>

the a-order derivation on the internal variables.

With these denotations we can write the Lagrangian for

the decay of B-me jns into the mesons as follows

*

E (3 + h. c

(3.1)

^p GJ sr» the onnst.nnt.s. The index X is for the different

values of coupling constants in the cases of creation of K, S

and D : >i = K, S and D . This difference Hill be discussed in

III.14 and in IV. The summation over j, 0 < j < 4, is taken in

relating to the actual observed strange mesons (K and D). The

n and a are taken also in accordance with the actual data of

the nonstrange ( normal ) mesons. The tensor field operators,

external and internal, could be either complex or real.

III.l.? DECAYS WITH CREATION OF THE K-MESON FAMILY PARTICLES

Let us consider now the decays with creation of the K-fa-

sniiy mesons (particles of the particle groups i(n)). In the

first approximation, using the Lagrangian (3.1), the mass ortho-

ganality and the selection rule (1.1) we can deduce the fol-

following decay channels

[KC493J, KoC1430i; K C S 9 2 3 , KC137OJ, K C 1 3 7 0 } , KCl4OO3,

K*C 1 6805 ; K*C 1 4305 , K Cl 7705 ; K*C 1 7803 ; K*C £0455 1 * x
Z Z 3 * '

[J7C5495, T)'t9S85, f C9755, , f C14)O>, 17C14405,

f o C 1 5 9 0 3 , x C3415) ; tot 7 8 3 5 , a C98O5, <pC 102O5, h C 1 1 7 0 > ,

fjC 1 2 8 5 5 , <X 13905 , f̂ C 1 4 2 0 5 , f^ClSlOS, toC1600>, <pt 1 6 8 0 3 ,

77 1 2 9 8 0 ) , J^v< 30975 , ^ C 3 5 1 0 ) , >K3ljP5>, *C 377O5 ?,

«4O40>?, , <K441»?, rl t (12903, f'C1525>,

2 ^ f C23O0), f C 23403, y C 35S5);

"C 16703, <(!>C185O); tC 20505]°

[KC4933, K*( 14305 ; K*C892), K (1270) , K*C 13703, KC1400),

K*< 16803; K*(143O), K C 1 77O3 ; KC1780); K*C 2O453 ] °x

[TC1393, aoC980>, nC 13OO5; pt 77O5, bC123S3, aC126O3,
o

p<1450), ; a C1320), n ; pC16903]* (3 .2 )

Where we have made a denotation:

8*—» Ca, b, . . .5CA, 8, .. .5 - B*~» aA, B*—» aB, B+^» bA, B*—* bB, ...

For convenience in presentation we rewrite (3.2) in the form

3 -, [ X\ I I ] ' in C3. 2*5

-°then we can write -the decay of B" an! 1 with creation of

E-tfsons as follows



i r

m
and

The [ K ] will be called

The [ IQ] will be called

I(J) = i(n).the K-family particles,

IQ] will be called the Io-fanily particles, I(J) = 0(m)

and the [I] Hill be called the I-family particles, I(k) = l(k),

where n, m, k - 0, 1, 2,...

In the second approximation, with exchange of one virtual

anomalous meson (meson having S t* 0) we have the decay channels

B+— [X\° [ I ] * [ I + I J °

[I]' [I]

[I] "[I +

[*]" [i + i o ] " [I + io]

(.3. 3>

where we have introduced a denotation [ A]

A —• BD.

[C+D] BC,

I IT 1.3 DECAYS INTO NORMAL MESONS

He consider now the decays of B-mesons in which the obser-

ved particles in the decay productions are the normal (S = 0)

mesons . We shall also use the Lagrangian (3.2) . It is clear

that in the first approximation the such decays can not occur.

And in the second approximation, uith exrhnn.ee of nne virtim]

meson of the particle groups ^(J)* w e n a v e the fallowing decay

channels

[ I I ' [ I + I o ] " S z
C3. 45

Where S i s an unobservable spu r ion , 1113, (151

—> ,
S

F i g . l The decay B* -> n*n S^ u i t h exchange of a v i r t u a l
meson of the particle group g CJ3

The time dj.rert.ion is left-right

IT T.I.4 DECAYS INTO ANOMALOUS MESONS

Let us consider the decays of the B-mesons into anormalous

In the groups of the anomalous mesons the D-mesons have

some conventional problem relating to the partiole-antiparticle

property, about which we shall consider now.

The D-mesons have the spin D and the isospin =• . They be-

long to the particle group 0(£), that of the B-mesons and also

uf the K-nesotis and the spuriuns. So it can be thought that the

decay channels with creation of the D-mesons should be identi-

fies! to the ones ui'h creation of the K-mesons. However, on

our viewpoint, between the K-mesons and the D-tnesons there is

a radical difference of the particle-antiparticle property :

the K and K are particles, uhile the D and D are the anti-

particles. And then the D and D are particles.

It is that the K' and K° have the Ia = ̂
 a n d I

3
 = ^2 a n d

their total strangeness St = 1; The D" and 6° have the I3 = -^

and I = =• and their total strangeness S = -1.

he. is o;iT., i. .̂'i La.1 JaLa

the DC1864)-iuesons there are the D(2010), Dz(2420) which have

the spin 1 and the isospin j and the D*C2460i having the spin 2

and isospin ^ . And in similarity to the case of K-mesons, »e



shall consider these particles as the particles of the D-family,

and suppose that they have the same particle-antiparticle pro-

perty as the 1X18643 : the IX 201 CO , 5(2010)° , "

6 C2430:>
1

DC2O1OJ*

D C24605" and D C2460>° are the particles
z z

DC2010}0 , D C 2+303 *

are the antiparticles.

*0^24603

the

and

Two K- and D- particle families as the other mesons, sa-

tisfy the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation

S ( 3 - 5 )

Q = I,- -gi •

For the Lagrangian, because the D-family mesons and the

K-fasnily mesons are of the particle group -^(i / , we can see

that (3.2) could be used also for the decays of B-mesons with

creation of the D-mesons.

Now let us consider the channels with creation of the

anomalous mesons.

a. Decays into parl-.inles of the K-familv mesons

In the first approximation the such decays are forbidden,

and in the second approximation we have the following decay

channels:

B --1

B* —i

B° _

B° _ *]

B

B*

B°

B°

(3.6)

b. De -f.inles of K- and D-meson families

The decays are forbidden in the first approximation,

and in the second approximation we have:

* From (3.7), as well as from (3.10), (3.12), (3.14), ... it is

easy to see that the D* and D are the antiparticles - The ex-

ternal field operators of the spurions are real.

10

B

D*

B*

where [ 1

;xi [»]us

:*]'

[1X19663, D C 20103, D C 24203, DC246OJ]

( 3 . 7 )

B « B S
1

Fig.2 Decays of B* into K-familj and D-family particles

c. Decays into particles of D-meson family

The first allowed channels, as in the previous cases,

are in the second approximation. They are:

J>] * t :l>] °s2

-D] ° [ i>] °s

[ .1)] S,

(3.8)

d. Decays into particles of K-familv and D -familv mesons

It can be seen that only from the third approximation we

can have the first nonzero decay probabilities. And the chan-

nels in this approximation are:

B

B°

B°

(3.9)

Where [ = [Ds(1968>, , Ds(2S35J]
i

11



s S

Fig.3 Decays of B-mesons into K-family and Ds-fauily mesons

e. Decays into particle of D-familv and D -family m.espns
s

We have in the first approximation the following decay

channels:

S (3.10)

f. Deo-avs into particles of D -family mesnns
s

Finally , we have the following decays of B -meson into

the D -mesons, in the second approximation

(3.11)

III.l.S DECAYS INTO D AND NORMAL MESONS

In the third approximation we have the decays into the

D-family particles and the normal mesons. They are

B —» [ 35] " [I] SjSz (3. 12)

III.1.6 DECAYS INTO D -FAMILY MESONS AND NORMAL MESONS

The decays of B-mesons into 3>s and normal mesons occur

firstly in the second approximation and they are

B* —>• t & ] * [ I + I ] °S B° -+

III. 1.7 DECAYS IN HIGHER APPROXIMATIONS

(3.13)

In the fourth approximation ue have the decay channels

of the types

12

B* - . [JD] - [ I ] * [ I ] *

B* — [ £ ] ° [ I ] + [ I ] °

B* — [ J ] ° [ I ] * [ I o ]

B ° - . [ S ] ° [ I ] * [ I ] "

(3.14)

-

B D

Fig.4 Decays of B-mesons into D-family and nornal mesons

in the 4—th approximation.

In the higher approximations, we shall have the channels

with the creation of the more large numbers of the mesons. For

example in the 5-th approximation we have

B S S
1 2

and of course the decay probability of this channel sould be

very small. However from the data [13] we can see that this decay

oecuring with the probability (4.3±2,9)X. At the sane time, for
+ • - + +

example the decay with creation of two pions B —» D C2O1O5 n n

was observed with the probability (2.5 ± 1.5)xlO * . Tiis fact

leads to the idea to explanation of the decays with creation

of many pic,is on the supposition of two-stage decays [11].

Fig.5 Decays of B-mesons into D-family and nornal mesons

in the 5-th approximation.

13



In (3.5) - (3.9) and in (3.11) - (3.14) the decay channels

contain the spurion Si, S2 and their antispurions Sj, S . The

spurion S has S = -1 and I = \, the S has S= 1 and I = -i

In the free (final) states the spurions are unobservable [15],

so we have a result : In the channel with participation of S

we have the rule AS = 1 and AI = -=-, with participation of S

we have the rule A S H I = - 1 and ^K3- y. u i t n participation of S

we have the rule &S --1 and A I H 3 - ? arid with participation of

S2 we have the rule ^$Hl- 1 a n d A^ H3~~2' ^hen ^
 H e consider a

channel with participation of S S , for example in (3.9), we

shall have the rule l = 2 and 3- -1. if «e have a channel

with SiSz , as in (3.12), we shall have the rule
 AS H t= -2 and

AIH= 1, etc... The H is for a designation of the hadrons.

III. 1.8 TWO-STAGE DECAYS

Let us return to the decays of (3.12). From these we have

B D C2O1O) n I I] S S

in which the decay B —» D C2010) n n S ^ is contained . The

particles in the square parenthese are the ones of the particle

group I(J) = 1(J) of the normal mesons . The most stable of

these are the n-nesons and , the other mesons of this particle

group are very unstable. Frosn the data we can see that some of

the last are desintergated into two rr-mesons and with the large

values of probability . We take some examples : r(770) —» 2n

with prob. !0n".: ; p(1450> > 2n . sften ; p(16P0) —» 7.n with

prob. " 2 3"i . fzil270) —. 2" with prot.. ' 351 ; f(1525) -+ ?n

with prob 8%; fz(172D) —<• 2TT with prob. ~ 42; f (2050) —» 2n

with prob. ~ 17% etc... A particular remark which could be made

here is that , the absolute values of the decay probabilities

of these mesons are very large: the full widths of the p(77D>,

P(145Q), p(1690), fz(1270), f <1720), f (2050),f z(120), F^{1525), f <

respectively are 149 Mev, 237 Mev, 215 Mev, 185 Hev, 76 Hev,

138 Hev, 203 Mev, ,..

And the two-stage decays can give us an explanation for

the probabilities of the decays B*—» D*C2O1O5" n* n* n°

B —. DC2010J nn n etc... Really, as was mentioned above,

experimentally these probabilities are relatively larger than

14

the probabilities of the decays of the type B —t D C2O1O5 n

and 8*—> D*(2OlO>^r7*n* (They are of the probabilities of 10"3

[13]). And for these we can not explain in using the results in

5-th approximation in III. 1.7. We can consider the decays with

creation of D C2O10) into three pions as the decays in two

stages. In the first stage there are the decay into tX201OJn

and an unstable ireson of the particle group 1(J) and in the

second stage the such unstable meson again are disintegrated

into two pions.

Of course the last explanation have the signification if

the constants GJ' "' in (3.1) should have the large magnitudes.

And as we shall prove in the section IV, the coupling constants

related to these take the values about 0.8.

Here we would like to emphazise that the probabilities be-

come large (~1LI~Z) relate to the large number of the different

virtual mesons which are exchanged in the different Feynman's

diagrams of a same type (see Lagrangian (3.1)).

We have discussed the problem with the D C2010J, clearly

the same discussion should be valid for the other particles of

D-family particles.

The discussion is also applied for the decays of B-mesons

into K-raesons and two pions. This should be made in using the

first stage decays in the first approximation, in III.1.2.

Theoretically we can generalize the consideration for

the case-- of the creation of the larger numbers of the pions,

however really the such cases should occur with the neglected

decay probabilities.

III.1.9 DECAY WITH CREATION OF THE BARYONS

We consider now the decays of B-mesons with creation of

the baryons. In approach to the field theory in Unified Space

[18] there are two sorts of the baryons: the normal baryons

and the artornalaus baryons.

The normal baryons are the ones which much have the half-

15



integral spins and half-integral isospins and satisfy the Gell-

mann-Nishijima's relation with the total strangeness S~ 0. The

other baryons having S ^ 0 are called the anomalous ones.

Related to these particles we shal^ have the problems

with the usual and internal spinor field operators of the high

ranks. And as is well known there are some ways to formulation

of the such field operators. Below we shall use the formulation

of W. Earita, J. Schwinger, A.S. Davuidov and I.E. Tamm [19].

According to this we can present the spinor field function of

third rank in the form, in which two spinor index ctft equivalent

to a vector index. The such spinor fiend function also satisfy

the Dirac's equation

(P - m) ^ 0

and the a complementary condition

= 0

We shall generalize this formulation For the case of higher

rankof the field functions . And we shall denote the spinor

field function of the rank 2J+1 (J is the spin) by

which J is the tensor rank.

* in

The such generalization could be made for the internal

spinor field functi n. For the first rank the internal spinor

field function satisfies the equation [18]

where P -

(P - m) *(X) = 0

the ?a are the components of the internal

momenta, and the matrices r relate to the Dirac's matrices as

follows r = y , ' = iy. So we can represent the internal spinor

field function of the rank 21+1 (I is the isospin) in the form

* ( I >(X) in ;!,;tfi I just iss Ilia tensur rann.

Accounting the principles from which we have used for the

case of the decays of B-mesons, with creation of the mesons, we

can establish the following Lagrangian for our present case

16

(3. 15>

+ h. c.

where GJ . , and
nab,CtAO

are the constants . In the last square

parenthese the first terms relate to the creation of the nor-

baryons (and the =-family particles) and the second terms are

of the creation of the anomalous (strange, charmed, ...) ba-

ryons

a. Decays with creation of the normal harvons

As in the case of the decays into mesons, we make a

denotation:

[N] " [Ni(938, 1440, 1535, 1650, 1710) + ̂  +
z

Na(1520, 1700, 1720) + N=(1675, 16B0) + N?(2190) +

+• NP( 2150-2300. 2250) + Ni
2 Z

where the index J at N denotes the value of the spin of the

particle.

Analogously, we shall have a denotation for the A-baryons

[A] = [Ai(lS20, 190Q, 1910) + Aa(1232, 1700, 1920) +
z z

>, 1930) + A7(l950) + Aii_(2420)]

Using the Lagrangian (3.15) and the selection rule (1.1) »e shall

have the following decay channels in the first approximation:

17



[»]

tN]

[ A] '[ (f]

B —>

B° —

B° —

[N]°Sa

[A] * [N]°S,

I A] [N]

B —»

B* —*

B* —«

B° -*

B° --

B° -

B° _

[A]

[A]*

[A]*

[A]*

t A] *

[ A] '

[A]'

[

[

[

I

[

» [

A]

A]

A]

I]

A]

A]

A]

S

°s
z

z

s

s

°s

C3. 16)

(*)

11
notice that the baryons of spin S - s— couldHere we can make

not appear in the decays. This relates to the fact that in the

Lagrangian (3.15) the number a and b are in the relation a+b - n,

n < 4 .

b. Decays with creation of the strange mesons and normal barvons

The Lagrangian (3.15) besides the above considered decays

with creation of the normal baryons (and an unobserved spurion

&z) ciuld give the decays with creation of the such baryons and

the neutral mesons of the K-family. Really, the spurion S has
i z

the I - -=• and the S = 1 and the neutral particles of K-family

have the same characteristic numbers, so the decay channels for

tiie present considered case could be obtained by using the

above deduced channels (3.16) and by the change S —* [ <3(\ (of

course in this change, instead of *he real external field ope-

rator of the spurions, we shall take the complex external field

operator of the Sf-fanily particles).

c. Decays with creation of the anomalous barvons

The anormalous baryons which were observed until now are

the ones of the A-, T- , s-, Ci-, A*- and £ - families. We can
c c

arrange these particle groups as follows

18

i -\] = [Ai(1115, 1405, 1600, 1670,1800, 1810) +

A3(152Q, 1690, 1890) + A5(1820, 1830, 2110) +

A7(2100) t 2350)1

[Z] r [ Z i _ ( H a 9 , 1660, 1750) + £ 3 ( 1 5 8 5 , 1670 , 1940) +

+ Z s ( 1 7 7 5 , 1915) + 2^ (2030 )1
2 Z

[=} = ( = 1 ( 1 3 1 5 ) + = 3 ( 1 5 3 0 ) + = 5 ( 2 0 3 0 ) + = ( 1 6 9 0 , 1 9 5 0 ) ]
2 Z 2 •? ?

O" - [ O i ( 1 6 7 2 > + i ^ ( 2 2 5 0 ) ]
?

A* - A * i ( 2 2 8 5 )

where we do not consider the = -baryons because these are of a

doublet (=_ and ^ ) which satisfies the generalized Gell-mann-

Nishijima (1,2) with S - 0: and we have arranged the =-baryons

into t.ht N-family.

life-ing the Lagrangian (J- 15) and the selection rule (1.1)

we shall have in the first approximation the following decay

channels jith creation of the anormalous baryons

I A] " [ A] "S^

[ A J ° | Z ] ' S B* [£] m X (3.17)

[S] * [E]"S

The decays of the types [=]

in this first approximation.

and [ s] [ A] are forbidden ,

How we consider the decays into two particles of the

s-fainily. We have

19



B

B°

[=T l i lX
[= ] * [=] 'S2 ( 3 . I E )

The decays with creation of the O are the following ones

B° —• [ O] * [ O] S (3.19)

The A and £ , according to our classification, are the mesons
c c

having the total strangeness St= 1 and the allowed channels w^th

creation of thet,e particles are

A A

( 3 , 2 0 )

A~S

A S
c 2

c 2

c 2

J: Z S
c c Z

III.1.10 DECAYS WITH CREATION OF THE LEPTONS

We consider now the decays with creation of the leptons.

For this we shall consider a Lagrangian of the structure of

(3.2) and (3.15) and with some modification in order to have

the relation to the leptonic currents . The leptonic currents

in our theory approach have the forms[ll]

Charged currents

(3.21)

Neutral currents

L L' " i l * """i

(3.22)
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in which the total field functions *(x)x(X) are presented in

the Spectral Expansion form. The 1 and ̂  denote leptons and

their corresponding neutrino (1 - e, M< T )

The Lagrangian could be written in the form

* ' J > ^ J. , [ Jt x, Xi + n^Cx.X h.c.

(3.23)

where Gj and *L are the constants and * relating to the neu-

tral currents, will be supposed to be small x < 1.

Using the last Lagrangian and the selection rule (1.1) we

shall have the following decay channels in the first approxima-

tion

B* _» [ « ] ° [ l V j B° -» [9 fT [ 1 ^ , ]
(3 .24 )

B* _» [*] ' [ 1 1 ] B" ^ [ K ] " [ VT]

In the same approximation we shall have the channels

B r 1 l> S

B° _ IT S2

In the second approximation we have

(3.25)

(3.263

l

D S

Fig.6 Semileptonic decays of B-meson

in the second approximation

The total T,acn-in0 i «,n fnr th" rlocsy* of B-nf 'ons shoi.ilrl b^

the summation of L , L , L . We have considered the interference
1 2 3

terms in each Lagrangian L (i=l,2,3) and now let us consider

the interference terms between th ;se .

21
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We have the following channels in considering L and L

= [I]

B* — [I + I ] [A]"''

8 — [I]')|A]" [A]" + [A]* [A] [ N ] [ A ] + [ N ] " [ A ]

(3.27)

[S]

The interference terms between L and L give

B* - [i]'[i}"[:rs. B -* [I] £ 1]

B° _ [I+Io]°

B° - [I]-[l]

(3.28)

L and LAnd finally we consider the interference terns betwee

It is easy to see that the decay channels for the present case

could be obtained from the first case ( between L and L ) by

the changes [ I] *-» [ 1] *[ î ] ; [ I + IQ] °—> [ I] *£ 1] and [ ̂ ] [ ̂ ] ;

and [ I] '—» [ 1] "t >\] .

IV. DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE DECAY PROBABILITIES

Into (3.1) we have introduced the coupling constants <3J'

which have the dimension [m] i O l~'" J' . Where a - 0,1, j = 0,1,2,

3,4, n = 0,1,2,3,4 for the case of X = S«C; a - 0,1, j - 0, n = 0,1,

2,3,4 for the case of X = S and a -0,1, j - 0,1,2, n = 0,1,2,3,4

for the case of X ; J) . In the approach wicn is used in this

paper the effective coupling constants defining the decay pro-

babilities are the products of the such constants and the po-

lynomials of the masses of the observed particles in the pro-

cesses. These polynomials arise from the situation that, in the

22

LJ*__it

matrix elements together with the usual momenta the internal

momenta P are contained. They satisfy the equations Pz = mZ,

wherr m are the masses of the particles in the initial and

final states. By L®0(4) invariance the such P. must be presen-

ted in the 0(4) invariant form P?, D P .,. And from these, the

scalar products of the P , P ... depend on the masses and the

orientations of these internal momenta. And using the fact

that the experiments are made with very large number of the

particles, the above mentioned scalar products should be taken

in everaging on the mass-surfares (on the Euclidian 3-dimensio-

nal spheres) [9] and in the results the probability expressions

will contain only the usual momenta and masses. Here we would

have a notice that the averages on this ways (in Euclidian

Space) do not leadto the change of the orders of probabilities.

An other problem for which we must consider is the diffe-

rence of the dimensions of t!.e coupling constants GJ' . For

.. s» j 11; i i t: ;i of t lit pi-i-:ri i *.:, we take in consideration the quanti-

ties; &nrl Cp.P) " ,̂J, ^i,, I1*- which have the dimension [n].

Then the matrix elements should be of form g(p,P)M'Q>. The

structure of the H<€" are depend on the type of the decays.

On the other side, considering the experimental facts we

can see that the decays with creation of the particles in a

family take the near values of probability : B*—* K (892)j-- ,

B —i. K (1400)/, B*-» K*(1270)f, B -» Kz(1430) r,

B*-+ K3(1780)V, B*—> K*(2045)*

bilities < 5.5<10"* , (. 6.6^1Q~

< i.7xio~3, <. Sxio^3, • g.Oxio"3

B°—• K (1270 )°r, h°—> K (1400)°

K*(1680)V,

occuring with the proba-

< 2.0xl0"3 , < 1.

respectively; B° K*(892)<V,

K (1430)"^, K (1680) ),

Ka(1780)'V, K4(2045)°j- etc... occuring with the probabilities

1.1x10 4.8*10

<4.8xl0"

respectively And we can

2.2xlO"

suppose

that the gJ do not depend on j.

Furthermore we have decays : B —» K i

which take the probabilities < 9x10 J, < '

pectively ; B —* K n : B —» K P , B —• I

B°—» K*(892)*n^ , E°—• K*(892)°p° , B°—» 1

K*(892)° f (975), ... which take the probabilities

xlu , res-

K°fo(975) ,

Bv

9x10
-5
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< 5.8xlCT* , < 4.9x10* , < 4.2x10* , < 4.4*1Q~*. < 6.7x10"*,

< 4.4x10*, <• 2.0*10*, ... respectively . So we can suppose

that the g''X' could not depend on j, n, a . And we can write

gJ< '(p,F; = g (p,P) ( the internal momenta should be taken in

averaging).

Below we shall consider the estimation of the magnitudes

of the quantities g and use the such values for the evaluation

of the probabilities of different decay typeL;. Of course, the

such estimation is very gross and it have only some signifies

tion for the ideas of the magnitudes of the last quantities.

Let us consider now the decays with creation of the K-fa-

mily siesons. These decays relate to the quantities g . For the

B in the first approximation we have deduced the decay chan-

nels and presented in (3.3). There are about 600 channels. And

from the experiments data we have that the decays of the type

B —• K anything take a probability 148%. So, if we take a sym-

metry between B* and B (Lagrangian (3.1)) we shall have a pro-

bability about 74% for the decays of B uith creation of the

K-mesons: B*-~> K anything.

Firstly we suppose that , anything is one particle . Then

theoretically we have about 50 ch&inels of the last type and

approximately we shall have that each channel take a probabi-

lity ~ 1% and the gK for this case should be ~ 10'1.

Secondly, if 'anything' is not a single particle, but it

is a system of the particles (two, three ... particles)- Then

we can have en explanation that the decays of B* in the first

stage are into a very unstable particle of the K-family mesons

and a normal meson and this unstable strange mesons, in the

second stage should be disintergated into K-meson and the

other normal mesons. This explantion is based on the facts

that, in the K family particle group, except the Kaons being

stable, tne other mesons are unstable: the ft (.892),

1^(1270), K*(1370), K((1400), K*(1430), K*(1430), K*(1680),

K2(1770), K*(1780> and K*(2045) have the full widths 50 Mev,

90 Mev, 114 Mev, 174 Hev, 287 Mev, 454 Mev, 99 Mev, 136 Mev,

164 Mev and 198 Mev, respectively.
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And these unstable mesons will be disintegrated dominan-

teiy into Krr and K*(892)rc [13]. After the Kaons, the K*(B92) are

the ones having the most large values of mean life (P = 50 Mev)

and these mesons generally are disintegrated into K T (~ 100%)

[13] ( until now the decays with creation of the K ( m > 892)

and a normal meson are absent in the data).

So in the above considered hypotheses it can be seen that

the g should take the values about / 10 3 .

Now we consider the decay channels in (3.2') They are de-

duced in the second approximation, with exchange o, the virtual

anomalous mesons. Here we must make a notice that, in the such

anomalous mesons only the K-family mesons could be exchanged.

Really as we have proved above, in III. 1.4, there is the par-

ticle-ant iparticle opposition between the K-family and D-family

mesons and by this the exchange of a D-family particle is for-

bidden - In this exchange the usual causality and the micro-

causality are violated and since the matrix elements must be

equal to :ero [20]. And ae have only the one particle exchanges

of the mesons of K-family. Let us consider the case of creation

of the Kscrns. There are 11 such mesons and each of the channels

of the decays into two normal mesons and a Kaon should take

a decay probability around 1 0 - 1 0 . In the data we have one

decay of the such type: K T n uhieh is observed with the prc-

bability < 10 * . It can be seen that if instead of the Kaons

(j=0) in the decay productions will be the K , K , K , K ,

where the indices denote the spins of the anormalous melons,

the number of the exchanges of the virtual anormalous mesons

should be one. And the decay probabilities should on 100 times

less than the ones of the decays with creation of the Futons.

Let us consider the- d e <.•...:: into two normal m f- -: o n s , w h i c h

w^r= ; rfSfnted in (?,.•', ' . These decays are deduced in the second

approximation. And using the same arguments as we have made for

the last case , we can expect. that their decay probabi 1 i M "=•«=

will be ti; t. h<- interval of 10~7- 10 '. In the data we have the

decays of this type : rr*rx° , p°n* , n*£ (975) , re*f (1270) ,

P°ai(1260), P°az(1320) , n*n~ , n
±p+ , Tr-ai(1260)

+ , n±a2(1320)
 +
 J

P°P°, and a (1260)*a (1260)~ . They occur with the following
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decay probabilities: <2.3xlO < 1 . 5 * 1 0 ~

< 3 . 4 x l O "

< 6 . 5 x l O

and <• 3 . 2x10

<9xlO
-3

<1 . 2 x 1 0

< 5 . 7 x l O ~ 4

respectively .

< 2 . 1 x 1 0

< 3 . S x l O ~

Now we consider the decays of B into the anormalous mesons

We have deduced in (3.6) the decay an;- E into partic-

les of the K-faciily mesons (and an unobservable spurion S z). We

have the rule AI = =• and AS = 1 if we don't take into account
HJ 2 HI

the S^, where H for a denotation of the hadrons. The decay iro-

babilities of these channels are determined by the constants g .

They occur in the second approximation with exchange of a vir-

tual normal mesons. And using the values of g which were dis-

cussed above we shall have that the de ay probabilities of this

considered case: they are around 1 0 - 1 0 . In the data not

any detailed channels of this type is observed yet, however the

such decays could be contained in the decays B —> K anything

and in the similar ones of B .

We consider no« the decays, presented in (3.7), (3.8) and

(3.12). Here up must estimate the magnitudes of the g and g .

From the data ue have some detailed channels of the decay type

(3.12). They are B"—> D % \ B*—» 5°p\ B*—• D*t2010)n*, B°—• D'TT*

B°—» Dp*, B°—» D°p°, B°—> D*C£O1O> n*, B°—t D*C 201 O) p" which

were observed uith the following decay probabilities: 2.9x10 ,

3. 7x10 <3 10 3. 3x10 and ~1O

respectively. Each of the decay probability of the channels in

(3.12) will be determined by 1 gsl *igD] z.

The decays of (3.8) are determined by tg 1 [g J and 19 1

And from the data we can see that not any detailed decay chan-

nel was observed. However there are the decays of the charged

B-mesons of the type B —» D~anything and B —• D°/D°anything

oocuring with the probability 56% . So we can estimate that the

decays of the types B -' D anything and B

probability about 28%.

D anything take the

The decays of the first type B*—• D anything could happen

only in the high orders of approximations n > 3 and so we can

take into account only the decay of the second type B*—»

D anything. The anything here should be [ SK] * in (3.7), [ £>] * in

(3.8) and [II* in (3.12) . And if we take gD about 8x10* and

gS about 2.0x10"* we can explain the decay probabilities in

(3.7), (3.8) and (3.12). Really, as was mentioned, each of the

decays of (3.12) should be determined by tg ) fg 1*' and using

the last values of the gD and gS we shall have that U e decay

probabilities for each channels in (3.12) is in order of 10 3.

Here we have chosen the magnitude of the g and g in accordan-

ce to the case of creation of a pion.

The decay probabilities in (.3.3) are determined by [g ]

[g D] 2 and [gD]*. They take the values about 10~Z. The detailed

decays of B into two ^-mesons are not observed yet. They could

be contained in two decay types which «ere mentioned above.

NOH we consider the case of (3.7). The decay probability

of each of the such case is determined by lg ] !g 1 and we can

see that the last should have a value around 10 and 10 .

The detailed channels of our present case also are not obser-

ved yet . They could be contained in the decays of the types

i> anything and K anything.

Let us consider th"_ decays with creation of ^ n e s o i - . The

decay channels deduced in the first approximation are presented

in (3.10). The dr-cay probabilities of this type are determined

by gD. £o we can estimate that these probabilities are in mag-

nitude of 10'2- And from the data we have decay B —• D~anything

occuring with the probability "1.2%. The such decay type could

contain the decays of (3 10).

Analogously we can estimate that the decay in (3.9), (3.11)

and (3.13) should be with the probabilities ^10^-10 7,~10"*-10 5,

and 10" - 10 respectively.

About the decay probabilities of the decays in higher ap-

proximations and the decays occuring in two stages we have con-

sidered above and let us consider now the decay with creation

We consider the case of (3.18). From the data we have some

decays of the suche type: B —• A p, B —> A p ; B —+ pp
.OrO

A A
B

A' ' P ; B~—+ pp , B

which occur with the probabilities
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< 3 . 3 x l O ~ * , < 1 . 3 x 1 0 * t < 4 x l O ' 3 , < 1 . 8 x l O 3 , < 1 . 3 x l O

Analogously as for the last Lagrangian we consider here the

quantities <J 1 rN-j I " U h a s u P P ° s i t i o n t h a t t h e y d o

not depend on the index j, a, b, X, 6. Then we can estimate for

the magnitude of the g: g "10 2.

The decays in (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) should depend on

the product of g and a . Not any of the such decay type was

observed . And so we can suppose that the

lues < 1 .

must have the va-

From the data we can see some channles of the other types

°p p n , B*—» ppn~tx*rt~, B ° — • ppn'n which occur with the pro-

babilities <1.4.-,10 * , <4,7xlO~4 ; < 6 l O ~ *<6xlO " respectively and

B4—» pAn*n", B*-+ pAn , ... with the piobabi 1 ities <1.8xlO*,

<2.xlO* ... And a rational explanation for these is : they

occur in the two-stage decays.

Now we consider the decay of B-nseson into leptons and had-

rons. The deduced channels are presented in the (3.24), (3.25)

and (3.26) .

From the data we have the following observed decays- B

e v hadrons , B

11%, <1.5xlO"*, <

<5xlO and <3xlO

JJ u hadrons , ( B is a charged particle )

• "; B°—• D"l*v̂ , B°—> D*C 201 O> 1 * u, B°—t K ° M * ^

'IJ', and B°—> e*e~with the probabilities: 12%,

10"', 1.8%, 9.8%, <4.5xlO"\ <6.5xlO~*,

respectively -

If we introduce , as for the last cases

J-»I
of the dimension [m]

the quantities

can have the

following estimation for their magnitude.

In (3.24), and (3.26) which were deduced in the first ap-

proximation, the hadrons are of the K-family and D-family par-

ticles. Let us consider (3.24). It can be seen that the coupling

quantities for the first and third channel types will be

then we have that they take the values about 2*/lO

and

cays of the second and fourth types are determined by

Using the above mentioned data of B —• K M M , B —• K
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can have * 10

The decays of the type (3.2G) are determined by (g f Dg' S) Z.

Here there are 6 Feynman's diagrams with the exchange of the vir-

tual and
which we have g

So «e shall have 6 ( g ' W ~10~2 and

5. 10"1.

from

It could be seen that using above mentioned quantities for

the cases of the interference terms of the Lagrangians L^, L ,

and L^ , as well as for the case of two-stage decays we shall

have reasonable values for the decay probabilities [13].

Finally we would like to emphazise a fact that the form of

the Lagrangian L±J L , L3 with the sum over the spins and iso~

spins is reasonable for explanation of the decay probabilities

- A probability of the detailed channels takes the values on

10 - 10 times less than the probability of the decay type

containing these channels.

V. CONCLUSION

He have deduced the decay channels of the B-nesons in

using the Lagrangians which are formed on L«O(4) invariance the

principle of minimal structure.

All decay channels observed in the experiments until nov

are present in the theoretically deduced ones. The different

possible interaction types were considered and so we hope that

the new observed channels will be also contained in the ohan-

ntIs predicted from (3.1), (3.15) and (3.22).*

* According to [21], for the decays of B there are 52 new

e>elusive© channels (in [13] are present 35 channels which were

discussed above). These new channels just are predicted in

(3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.6), (3.10), (3.24), (3.26) and in the

interference terms of (3.1) and (3.22) of (3.1) and (3.24) and

of (3.15) and (3.22).

For the decays of B°, there are 38 new exclusive channels

[21] (in [13], 44 channels) and they are predicted in (3.2)

(3.3), (3.4), (3.6), (3.9), (3.10), (3.13), (3.18), (3.28)and

in the interference terns of (3.1) and (3.22) and of (3.1) and

(3.24).
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The estimation of the probability magnitudes was made,

however the results in this prel iminary consideration could be

only very gross. The such situation relates to the fact that in

th. probability expressions the internal momenta are contained.

These momenta could not be direc-tly observed, but by L®0(4) in-

variance they are presented in the 0(4) invariance. And by the

very large number of the particles in the experiments, the

probability expessions should be taken in averaging on the

mass-surfaces. Then the quantitiesuhich define the probability

values will be tie products of the coupling constants in the

Lagrangians arj the polynomials of the masses [9]. Just these

quantities could be osed for comparison to the experimantal

data.

delated to this situation we can have a result that, for

the decays of the particles He have not the fixed coupling

constants as in the case of elastic electromagnetic interaction

but we have the quantities being the polynomials of the masses.

An argument for the above mentioned deduction is that, in

the Quantum elecironagnetlc interaction the constant e, a

quantity which is observed, plays the role of a coupling cons-

tant . While, in the decays of the particles the such similar

quantities are not presented.
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